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• CWD in Texas (2012).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
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<tbody>
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• Breeder Permit with live cover (registered deer)
• Feedlot feeding
• Pharmaceutical enhancers
• TTP Permit (euthanization)
• Artificial insemination
• Sexing of semen
• Soft antler scarification
• Embryo transfer
• Cloning.
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Are there unintended consequences?

If so, what might they be?
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What are the long-term biological and ecological consequences?
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Are we converting unique wildlife resources into livestock products?

If so, are we allowing the unique values that are tied to livestock to usurp or erase the unique values that are tied to wildlife?
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Are all of these practices defensible to our hunting community?

Are they defensible to the non-hunting public?

What are the consequences of negative public perceptions?
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Should there be more regulatory and statutory lines drawn in the sand? If so, where should they be drawn? Who will champion such public policy efforts?
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- Reduced whitetail interest = reduced license sales = reduced conservation funding.
- Putting the Genie back in the bottle.
- This is one of the greatest threats facing hunting and sustainable conservation funding in the U.S.
- We need more NGOs to step up and get involved at the state level.